Join Christian churches and leaders from all denominations throughout Australia as we pray and fast for the nation. Every state in the country has a rain shortage. We are desperate for RAIN, but even more urgent is our need for REPENTANCE and RENEWAL - in our hearts, and in the church, our communities and the nation (2 Chronicles 7:14). These are our prayers as we seek God from our knees:

1. **REPENTANCE** — “Repent and turn to God, so that your sins may be wiped out, that times of refreshing may come from the Lord.” Acts 3:19

2. **RENEWAL** — “And now I pray, let the power of my Lord be great, just as you have spoken... The Lord is long suffering and abundant in mercy, forgiving the iniquity and transgression [of the nation]... Pardon the iniquity of this people I pray, according to the greatness of your mercy... Then God said, ‘I have pardoned according to your word.’” Numbers 14:17-20

3. **RAIN** — “The rain and snow come down from the heavens... to water the earth. They cause the grain to grow, producing seed for the farmer and bread for the hungry.” Isaiah 55:10

REGISTER NOW AT: [WWW.CANBERRADECLARATION.ORG.AU/PRAYER-FOR-RAIN](http://WWW.CANBERRADECLARATION.ORG.AU/PRAYER-FOR-RAIN)